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Was it a coincidence that the 13th Istanbul Biennial (September–October 2013), referring to public 
spaces as “battlegrounds”, coincided with the last phases of the anti-government Gezi Park protests 
encompassing a battle over public space? “We were asking whether it was possible to imagine a 
new social contract in which citizens assume responsibility of each other, even for the weakest, most 
excluded ones,” the Biennial curator Fulya Erdemci wrote in the event’s catalogue.1 Around the 
same time, neighbourhood forums, i.e., the extension of the “Gezi process throughout daily life,” 
were teeming with activities and debates that sought ways to assume responsibility for each other. 
These short-term “semi-structured” and “issue-specific” organisations had drawn on the Gezi events 
collective nature and brought heterogeneous groups together, centred on a wide range of issues, 
extending from “gentrification” to “white-collared workers’ rights.”2
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 This concurrence makes it almost impossible to resist the temptation to regard the 
Gezi Park events as the realisation of Erdemci’s remarks. However, this proximity proved to be a 
source of crisis for the Biennial on an institutional level, rather than a smooth transition from theory 
into practice, as well as bringing forth questions on the political aspects of the realm of aesthetics 
that still resonate in art production today. “What we have experienced in Istanbul and throughout 
other cities in Turkey is of a scale that cannot be compared to any exhibition or art event… I could not 
fathom that we would experience a transformation process as intense and radical as the Gezi Park 
events,” Erdemci continued in her ‘Curator’s Text’.3 She had announced the conceptual framework of 
the Biennial as “public space” at the beginning of the year on 8 January 2013. The civil disobedience 
in Istanbul’s Gezi Park began approximately five months later on 27 May 2013. Developments 
in-between had witnessed an upheaval of the core notions of institutional relations and public 
space, following which came Erdemci’s highly criticised decision to withdraw from the previous 
plan of using public spaces—Gezi Park included—as exhibition venues. She said that this was a bid 
to prevent the ruling Justice and Development Party’s (AKP) governing municipality of the time 
from utilising the Biennial against the events. “I thank the ones treating me as a revolution’s curator. 
However, I am an exhibition curator,” she said in response to objections of the decision to realise the 
Biennial in “secure and comfy” spaces.4

 CREATIVITY CUTS IN
 Focusing solely on the ostensible line drawn between art and politics in Erdemci’s remarks 
would not do them justice, as they also offer the means to dwell on how radicality in art and politics 
might converge, the alleged lack of which had caused the Biennial to receive significant criticism. 
The belief of a missed opportunity had informed most of the commentaries of the period, suggesting 
a failure on the Biennial’s part in embracing the grassroot structure of the Gezi events. This was of 
course not far removed from the preceding and long-standing debate over the Biennial’s dependency 
on private capital, especially its main sponsor, Koç Holding, one of Turkey’s major corporations. 
This perception reached its peak in the protest staged in the panel discussion ‘Public Address’, 
held as part of the Biennial’s public program. The protesters, using the phrase “I am human”—in 
reference to the Biennial theme, ‘Mom, am I barbarian?’5—accused the event of being an extension of 
the sponsors’ gentrification projects.6

 Having emphasised her assessment of “Istanbul’s vicious urban transformation” as one of 
the key Biennial topics with related artworks, Erdemci criticised this protest as being “equivalent 
to a puritanistic critic.” However, she found the Gezi Park protests to be anything but puritanistic: 
“Gezi raised the bar for the ethics of protest. What determined the Gezi spirit was the extremely 
peaceful, discussion-oriented, humour-packed and creative acts.”7 These “creative acts” were among 
the major reasons for a comparison of the Biennial with the Gezi events. The protests entailed new 
possibilities in the formation of public spaces as well as offering distinct ways to perceive them. 
For example, Erdem Gündüz, aka The Standing Man, who initiated an unexpected gesture to the 
debate. As a trained dancer with a background in performance art, Gunduz stood still for eight hours 
in Taksim Square facing the Atatürk Cultural Center—both focal points of the protests—the latter 
displaying countless posters manifesting the protesters’ demands.8 Joined by hundreds of followers 
in subsequent days in Istanbul and other cities, Gündüz staged his silent protest against the police’s 
brutal response to demonstrators. Another example of aesthetic possibilities infusing the uprising 
was painting a bulldozer pink in Gezi Park. This reclamation of a symbol of urban transformation
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—the major trigger of the protests—as an ironic stance produced a makeshift monument inside Gezi 
Park. This was a celebration of the contingent nature of the Gezi movement, as well as an ironic 
manifestation of the protesters’ demands for change.

 WHAT IS POSSIBLE ANYMORE?
 With its never-before-seen scope and search of new ways of visibility within the aesthetic 
realm, it was almost inevitable for the Gezi Park debate to extend towards the notion of radicalism in 
contemporary art. “Is it possible for one to realise more real and effective performances, compared to 
those dancing before a panzer, hit with gas while wearing a red dress, learning what a water cannon 
is and then using its wireless to chant football slogans at a police officer?,” art critic Elif Dastarlı 
wrote in the second month of the events;9 that is, the adoption of a playful approach as a method of 
resistance in the face of urgency—be it the government’s aggressive urban transformation policies 
or police intervention. Before a conclusion might be drawn, it is worth noting how the Gezi Park 
events brought forth radical possibilities stemming from the aesthetic realm. “The Gezi movement 
is a creative force that leaves us behind as well. We did not write those graffiti… it is not as if these 
people had repeated what they had seen from us. That creativity was lying inside [them] all along 
and it erupted at some point,” an anonymous protester from a leftist organisation said at the time.10

 Interestingly, this dormant creativity erupted in numerous countries around the same 
period. Preceding the Gezi Protest by two years, the anti-government protests in the Arab world had 
inspired a series of uprisings that extended from Mediterranean countries to the United States, of a 
wide range of regimes, from totalitarian states to Western democracies. This ‘inspiration’ refers to an 
intricate web of links and similarities between these countries—rather than a dispersion from a sole 
point—with regards to the distinct features of governance systems in which these uprisings took 
place. Stemming from the drive towards an enhancement in democracy, these movements were also 
local expressions of the search for ‘horizontal’ methods of policy-making.11 Having noted the locally 
intrinsic logic behind the political formation of each of these movements, Susan Buck-Morss lists the 
precipitating causes that are not country-specific: degradation in the social state, gentrification-related 
mobilisation in urban spaces, and the precedence of profiteering over environmental urgency.12 
All these elements were discernible as local tensions in the event that triggered the Gezi protests, the 
government’s highly symbolic act of seeking to build an Ottoman army barrack-shaped shopping 
mall in Taksim Square, as if in an effort to enforce its neoliberalist and neo-Ottoman agenda on a 
location that has been subjected to symbolic wars since its formation in the nineteenth century. 
 A long-standing site for tensions in Turkey’s Westernisation history as well as for political 
demonstrations, Taksim Square and the connecting İstiklal Cadessi (Independence Avenue) had 
constituted one of the major lines in Istanbul’s cultural production and also provided an interaction 
and socialisation space for repressed groups. This variety and history have doubtlessly resonated in 
the heterogeneous nature of the Gezi Park protests. People without any previous mutual association, 
pro-Kurdish and pro-Turkish groups, leftists, LGBTQI rights activists, feminists, anti-capitalist 
Muslims and football fans were among those participating in the protests. Fuelled by their common 
lack of “trust in political and economic institutions,” these groups sought a flexible conceptualisation 
of citizenship based on “trust bonds” and the ability to accommodate different identities.13 The Gezi 
Park encampment that expanded following the initial police crackdown embodied this idea of a 
new collective identity, rendering visible mutual recognition, extending even to those previously in 
dispute; the urban space of the square reconfigured through their collective identity.
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	 REPRESENTING	GEZİ
 In shifting the definition of politics from the “exercise of, or struggle for, power” to “the 
configuration of space” and “the framing of a particular experience,” Jacques Ranciere draws on 
Aristotle to link political competency with the right to speech. “Politics occurs when those who ‘have 
no’ time take the time necessary to front up as inhabitants of a common space and demonstrate that 
their mouths really do emit speech capable of making pronouncements on the common,” he writes.14 
As much a framework enabling to see the political possibilities of the aesthetics in the Gezi events, 
Ranciere’s conceptualisation can also be considered as informing the 13th Istanbul Biennial’s view of 
public space. “From a linguistic perspective, ‘barbarian’ is a definition that marks… those who are not 
citizens,” Erdemci had written in her curatorial text, in reference to the Greek origin of the keyword 
in the Biennial’s title, and added that it also stood for the language of those “marginalised, illegal, 
and aspire to debunk or change the system: the recluse, outcast, bandit, anarchist, revolutionary, or 
artist,” the Biennial reportedly intending to search for the possibility of “new subjectivities” devoid 
of binary oppositions informing these status and to create “novel languages.”15

 Such an distinct continuity between the theoretical framework offered by ‘Mom, am I 
barbarian?’ and the occurrences at demonstration sites inevitably brought forward the question of 
whether the Biennial could rightfully respond to the Gezi protests. Any attempt at covering such a 
contiguous event brought about the risk of lapsing into the artifice of mere representation. Moreover, 
treating the uprising as a completely different realm to be covered, hinted at the ignorance of the 
link between contemporary art practices and forms of protest. “The contemporary art and Istanbul 
Biennial’s avoidance of the representative art trap and breakaway from the thought of trauma seem 
to be a significant solution,” art historian Burcu Pelvanoglu wrote, referencing Ranciere’s suggestion 
that art attained the quality of being political by shaping time and space, instead of representing it.16

 A separation from mere representation was therefore evident in the few Biennial works 
directly referencing the Gezi events. Christoph Schäfer’s series of drawings titled Park Fiction is 
Now Gezi Park Hamburg (2013) was a bid to reimagine urban planning by way of collective desires, 
which were deduced from interviews and readings. Fiona Connor and Michala Paludan’s Newspaper 
Reading Club (2013) focused on the awareness of events by documenting random people’s reading 
trajectories, and outlining how public consciousness was affected by the censored coverage of Gezi 
in the Turkish media. Tadashi Kawamata’s sketches for his unrealised intervention in public space, 
Plan for ‘Gecekondu’ (2013) served essentially as a reminder of the irrepresentability of social 
movements.
 Due to the increasing pressure on social movements following the Gezi events, as well as 
the failed military coup attempt on 15 July 2016, to bridge the distance between the public space 
and exhibition venues has proved to be a major consideration in art production and its circulation. 
However, it is worth noting that the majority of the sites considered as public spaces in Turkey 
were already of a contested nature before these events. Deliberating on the inconsistency between 
the definition of the word “public” and its suggested Turkish equivalent of Arabic origin, “kamu,”
eminent curator and director Vasıf Kortun says, “kamu is such a thing I suppose: it belongs to the state 
and does not indulge groups.”17 To a greater extent, local contemporary art production’s inclination 
towards issues of gender, militarism, nationalism and republican history had automatically 
brought forward tensions revolving around the concept of public space.18 As such, the questions 
and considerations that culminated during the Gezi events were also intrinsic to art production and 
exhibition. “We had already covered many issues featured in Gezi. There were programs regarding 
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the Emek Movie Theatre or the pedestrianisation of Taksim,” said Kortun in response to a question 
on the project Disobedience Archive (The Park) that presented source materials from uprisings around 
the world, including the Gezi Park events and was hosted by his former contemporary art institution 
SALT in 2014—“as these remain within the walls of an institution and are not adequately publicised, 
they cannot produce a reality despite generating a memory. One has to embark on the road with an 
awareness of these institutions’ desperation and inadequacy,” he added.19

 This desperation was further entrenched in Gezi Park’s aftermath, as there emerged an 
inclination towards self-censorship in the mostly private-funded art infrastructure. Encased in 
gallery spaces or alternative venues—following a short period of an increasingly frequent use of 
public spaces—the fragilities within that framework came further under scrutiny. There were 
some discernible instances—the cancellation of the 2016 Sinop Biennial following its censoring of 
Angela Melitopoulos’s film Passing Drama (1999), and Beral Madra’s withdrawal from the co-
curatorship of Çanakkale Biennial, also in 2016—that fragility shaped the institutions from within. 
In other words, the Gezi events became a determinant factor in art’s dissemination, whether by 
hindering or informing its aesthetic framework. Its concurrence with the Gezi protests and befitting 
theme of ‘public space’ rendered the 13th Istanbul Biennial as the initial and accordingly the ultimate 
example where these fragilities became apparent. Apart from the inevitable cases of self-censorship
—due to art infrastructure’s reliance on private capital—the institutional framework offered the 
artists an urgent field to explore. With the experiences of insurgence fresh on minds, the aftermath of 
Gezi gave way to an urgent need to reconsider how institutions factored in art production.
 Ahmet Öğüt’s Bakunin’s Barricade (2015–20) is a notable example of the latter as it both 
touches upon the politics of space regarding art institutions and takes the matter of representation 
towards a precarious terrain. As part of a series that Öğüt modified for different cities and 
institutions, the work was featured in Istanbul as part of the artist’s solo-exhibition Round-the-clock at 
Alt Art Space in the year of the failed coup attempt. The inspiration for the work came from Russian 
revolutionary anarchist Mikhail Bakunin’s unrealised proposal to place the paintings from 
Dresden’s National Museum in front of the barricades to defend the city’s socialist insurgency 
of 1894 against advancing Prussian soldiers. This provocation of the soldiers’ “bourgeois fine art 
sentiments” would have deterred the attack against the insurgents, Bakunin suggested.20 Öğüt has 
been resurrecting this idea within the art institutions, using works from local collections. The first 
version presented in Van Abbemuseum, Eindhoven in 2015, placed works from the museum 
collection in front of his built ‘barricade’. The Istanbul version resorted to the private Zeyno-Muhsin 
Bilgin Collection which focuses on Turkish art’s modern and contemporary periods. Attributing 
the works a new value of application, these installations unlocked their content to unexpected 
possibilities. The first version of the work also included a loan agreement stating that the installation 
might be requested and deployed by the public during a movement for social change. As for the 
version presented in Istanbul, the history of the exhibition venue provided another layer for the 
work’s ironic take on institutions. The subterranean art space Alt (‘below’ in Turkish) Art Space 
opened in 2016 as part of the privately-funded arts and entertainment complex Bomontiada, which 
was built on the premises of a historic beer factory in the district of Şişli from the Ottoman period. 
A late example of the transformation of the city’s unused industrial structures into cultural sites, 
Bomontiada is also a manifestation of the cultural scene’s retraction from Taksim to other parts of the 
city. Columnist Cem Erciyes linked the “success” of the complex to its offering of “entertainment and 
drinks” as opposed to “Turkey’s increasing conservatism.”21
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 Such attributions of the venue and its positioning within Istanbul’s cultural climate 
triggered new concerns for engagement for Öğüt’s intervention in the institutional process. Is this 
work a parodic reminder that the gap between the arts sphere and social movements might never 
cease? Or is it an attempt at bringing life and art together? “Aesthetic metapolitics cannot fulfil the 
promise of living truth that it finds in aesthetic suspension, that is of transforming the form into a 
form of life,” Ranciere wrote.22 By encasing a utopian idea as a singular work of art and exhibiting 
in museums/art institutions in various countries, Öğüt seems to be opting for the former. However, 
the work’s additional loan agreement stipulating the installation’s deployment by the public in times 
of social disobedience allows for a theoretical possibility to intrude into the institutional structure. 
Thus, Gezi and other movements’ attempts at reordering public space takes form within the 
institutional framework via Öğüt’s intervention. More importantly, this means of representation 
called the functions of institutions and the viability of the authorship into question.
 The call for participation took on a more urgent role in Serkan Taycan’s long-term project 
Between Two Seas (2013–). Citing Gezi Park events as a direct influence, the project consisted of 
documenting group walks on the route of one of the government’s most aggressive attempts at 
urban transformation: an artificial waterway connecting the Black Sea and Sea of Marmara as an 
alternative to the Bosporus Strait. Dubbed Kanal Istanbul, the project was first announced 
by President Recep Tayyip Erdogan in 2011. Despite warnings regarding its possible risks of 
irreparable damage to the ecosystems of both seas and adjacent land, Kanal Istanbul is frequently 
featured as part of the government’s future projects and has been a topic of public debate and a long-
going dispute with the current opposition-run Istanbul mayorship.
 Having started with an assumed path—as the canal’s probable trajectory was not 
revealed initially—Taycan’s project proposed a walking project for people to experience the land 
threatened as a means of reclaiming the city. The artist initially drew on his experience as a civil 
engineer to designate a possible route connecting the seas and walked the sixty-nine kilometre 
path, documenting each kilometre, to be shared at the 13th Istanbul Biennial. The subsequent 
participatory act of grouping walks along the route was a forum-like response to the ‘top-down’ 
implementation of major urban transformation projects. Rather than a result-oriented approach, 
Taycan’s years-long project extended further with each walk, accumulating the experiences of 
participants via their photographic documentation of Istanbul’s rarely seen periphery that is under 
the threat of obliteration.
 In addition to the possibilities of creating new experiences within the aesthetic realm—as 
informed by the spontaneity and contingency of the Gezi movement—there was also an artistic 
inquiry regarding the documentation of the protests. Known for her videos bringing together 
found footage to challenge the power dynamics informing gender and social relations, the artist 
Zeyno Pekünlü relied on accounts of people’s experiences of the resistance, rather than the gigantic 
flow of information, including misinformation as well, in her lecture/performance At the edge of all 
Possibles (2014). This line of thought was also the departure point for a group project Pekünlü had 
attended in the aftermath of the Gezi events. Stay With Me, organised by the art initiative Apartment 
Project, consisted of notebooks created by eighty-four artists at new media and video artist Selda 
Asal’s request. Ranging from notes of events in doodle forms to the manipulation of documentary 
images, the selection of artist notebooks were essentially located in a transitory position between the 
events and its representation. Their account of this contingent and spontaneous uprising in demand 
of a reordering of things, additionally opened new possibilities within the aesthetic realm.
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 As these examples demonstrate, the connections between social movements and aesthetic 
responses proved to be requiring much more than a mere representation or direct connotation 
despite the immediate desire for art infrastructure’s response to the Gezi events. This intricate 
connection was to be demonstrated further through unpreventable shocks and setbacks to artistic 
pursuits, through various restrictions and controls, especially self-censorship, due to the increasing 
tensions in cultural fault-lines and the atmosphere prolonging the state of emergency. Following the 
coup attempt in 2016, the government decided to withdraw from the European Union’s Creative 
Europe Program in 2017. This was an overwhelming course of events as the program was the 
major source for exhibition funds.23 Furthermore, philanthropist Osman Kavala, the founder of the 
non-profit cultural institution Anadolu Kültür and a major figure in Turkey’s art production, was 
handed a life sentence in 2021, charged with financing the Gezi events. Seven other activists were 
also sentenced to prison in the same court. “[T]he detention and arrest of Osman Kavala is a very 
important part of the political and cultural decimation carried out by the government over the recent 
years in Turkey. Using the July 15 coup attempt as an excuse, the government has been trying to 
suppress politics, the press, academia, human rights, civil society and culture and arts, and silence 
the oppositional voices therein,” Anadolu Kültür Program Coordinator Asena Günal wrote on the 
Red Thread social and cultural theory online platform.24

 Despite the increasing instances of autocratic intervention as seen in the Gezi trial of 
Kavala and others, this stifling atmosphere continues to take on seemingly relieved forms as well. 
A recent instance was the Beyoğlu Culture Road Festival and the affiliated exhibition organised 
by the Turkish Ministry of Culture and Tourism. The controversial event was held in a bid to 
celebrate the reopening of the Ataturk Cultural Centre after thirteen years of a reconstruction process 
that witnessed long battles between professional chambers and the AKP government, in addition to 
the Centre being a major topic of debate during the Gezi events, due to the government’s initially 
announced plan to demolish it. The Culture Road Festival also took place in the recently gentrified 
axis from Karaköy to Beyoğlu, the historic hub for arts production. Ironically, the shortage of state 
resources in funding the visual arts helped the government to utilise this precinct for tourism’s 
benefit, as it presented a ‘public space’ idea relying on the clichés of “carrying the past to the future” 
and “contributing to cultural accumulation.” Inclusion of some eminent contemporary artists in 
the accompanying exhibition stirred controversy, as manifested in writer Nazım Dikbaş’s much 
discussed article. Calling the event a “path that will make the cashier work faster,” Dikbaş refers to 
the government’s efforts to turn Beyoğlu into a “shopping destination” and promote it in the “global 
scene.”25

 Interestingly, the latest edition of the Istanbul Biennial (2022) curated by Ute Met Bauer, 
Amar Kanwar and David Teh served as a reminder of the post-pandemic political relevance of the 
art and public space. Having offered an open-ended process as a way to reconsider the socially and 
ecologically-related urgencies of the 17th Istanbul Biennial’s extension towards the archival process 
took on a history of social movements, in particular. This was most evident in the latest display of the 
Disobedience Archives at the former Central Greek High School for Girls in Beyoğlu. Barın Han, the 
former studio of a renowned calligrapher, also hosted a display that brought together archival works 
concerning various social movements throughout history from a wide range of locations. Indicating 
how archival processes have always left something missing to cover the scope of social movements, 
these displays demonstrated the possibilities of radical interventions in the aesthetic realm. 
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